
In times of COVID 19, it is essential to wear a face mask in public areas. In the 
current situation, visitors from all institutions need to be sensitized. Due to the 
many signs and information labels at public areas people sometimes forget or 
overlook to wear the mask. It is common that employees advise customers and 
guests to wear a mask, but social tensions and unpleasant situations can occur 
in the already very tense time.

The system is emotion-free and uses arti�cial intelligence to identi-
fy in real time via video-live-stream people who do not wear a face 
mask.

Especially where crowds cannot be prevented, everything should be 
done to check and enforce the mask requirements.

We have developed an e�ective and 
reliable monitoring system for highly 
frequented locations – the digital 
face-mask-recognizer!

The system based on robust, indus-
trial camera-technology and a plug & 
play AI software. The Recognizer 
inform the user by a green or red 
LED lamp and an acoustic warning 
signal if they are wearing a mask.  
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Possible applications

Stationary trade

Hospitals, homes for the elderly, schools

Public buildings (sports venues, courts, fairs…)

Public transport (bus, train, airport…)

Amusement and amusement parks, cable cars

Pros of ALBA MASK GUARD

Saving of human resources

Increases the feeling of security

Safety recommendation is complied

GDPR-compliant (no data storage)

Fully automatic monitoring of the mask requirement

Reliable real-time detection

Avoids escalations

Basic indoor version

Stand system with integrated color-display and intelligent 
mask-recognition

Optional extras:

- Suitable for outdoor

- Temperature measurement (person) in combination with 
an infrared camera

- Counter how many persons are currently in the object

- Disinfectant dispenser

- Access systems such as: Turnstiles, Automatic gates, 
Barriers, Custom-made systems under the customer's 

particular requirement

Price:

€ 2.400,00 excl. VAT, 
immediate delivery, 
plus shipping costs
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Technical data of the Plug and Play Mask-Guard:

Dimensions of the stand system:
Width: 40 cm
Depth: 50 cm
Height: 180 cm

22" color-display
2 x cameras 
LED-light
Computer incl. software
Power supply: 230 volts

Wearing the face mask is required by legislation

The digital mask guard is a compact solution to protect 
employees and visitors

The mask guard controls in real time the access corridor and 
detects whether the mask is worn

The notice on the display can be customized. Visitors are 
politely asked to wear their mask if they do not comply

GDPR-compliant real-time veri�cation of the wearing of MNS. 
No data is stored
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